Ziye Zhang (He / Him)

1. I am a game designer and a multimedia artist focused on indie games and public art.

2. I enjoy archery and have several traditional Chinese bows at home. Additionally, I like some less intense activities such as hiking, lure fishing, and kayaking.

3. And of course, I like playing games. Elden Ring's DLC is the newest game I played recently, but I do not like it. XD
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Beyond Flatness

1. Beyond Flatness is a text-to-image program designed for public social media platforms. It helps users avoid light AI censorship and OCR image recognition systems.

2. Given that OCR on social media platforms generally uses a mixed review method, current images can evade local recognition but cannot successfully noise in-depth analysis and large-scale data review. (But not have to)

3. This program supports ordinary users of the internet and social media, who can quickly edit important information that might be censored through the platform.
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Art and Disguise: 
How Art Conceals Information

About
In this workshop, we will explore media platform censorship and OCR technology and discuss how to avoid light OCR detection while allowing textual and image information to be read by others with minimal disruption. In the end, we will use code, pen, or even anything to create an art image with text or meaning.

Format
A 50 mins workshop
A table in the market?

Support you need
Do you need a co-facilitator for your workshop, a speaker for your panel discussion, someone to co-idea and design the session? Whatever it is that you need, share it here so the group could support you :)


My hope and expectation at Camps

I hope to meet more friends interested in art, creative coding, etc.

Find partners to help groups that are not familiar with internet technology and the news and information that are censored on the internet.

Sharing ideas, Brainstorm and play game together!